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I.D.E.A.S. gets conference call
Group makes trip to regional meeting
CLAYTON GREEN
Contributing Writer

For the first time since
its creation in 2008,
I.D.E.A.S. has been invited
to a southeast regional
.conference.
The
environmental
awareness group attracted
the attention of the Southern Energy Network and
was asked to attend the
Southeast Student Renewable Energy Conference.

The conference, which
was held at the University
of Georgia in Athens, from
Friday to Sunday comprised students who presented ideas for the use of
renewable energy sources.
"It's bringing up the
student leaders from every
state university in the
Southeast," said Chris Castro, the president and cofounder of I.D.E.A.S. The
states represented at the
conference were Florida,

/

Georgia, Alabama, North
Carolina and South Carolina.
I.D.E.A.S. was invited to
the conference by a repre- .
sentative of the Southern
Energy Network. The representative that invited
them, Dan Cannon, has
been
involved
with
I.D.E.A.S. for about a year.
This is the first time
I.D.E.A.S. has been invited
PLEASE SEE

CONFERENCE ON A5

COURTESY MEGAN RYAN

Members of I.D.E.A.S., seen here tabling, made the trek to Athens, Ga., late last
week for the Southeast Student Renewable Energy Conference.

Videos
offer
hope
aid
. .
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Waldrop
finds first
months
productive
Provost still settling into position
MICHAEL SALERNO
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
· UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROU.ND CAMPUS, A2

USA JOBS TO HOST
-,. INFORMATION
SESSION
The official website for
government job openings, USA
Jobs will be hosting an
· infonnation session at the Student
Union. All government agencies
find applicants through USA Jobt

LOCAL &STATE, A2

FORKLIFT STOLEN,
USED TO STEAL ATM
IN JACKSONVILLE
Jacksonville authorities are
looking for the person who used
astolen forklift to remove an
ATM from its spot. Police
responded to asilent alarm
early Monday morri'ng.

KATIE DEES / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF graduate Katrina Constantine, records a personal statement during a video drive at Health and Public Affairs on Tuesday.

Gay, transgender students band together to stop suicides
JAMES BENNETT
Contributing Writer

Eighteen-year-old Tyler
Clementi, a Rutgers freshman, ended his life on Sept. 22
by jumping off the George
Washington Bridge, making
him one of six gay teens who
have committed suicide in a
three-week span.
UCF students are now
doing everything they can to
stop that number from ever
reaching that height again.
EQUAL, UCF's lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender

student organization, hosted
a video message drive Tuesday night
Nearly 90 people attended
the event to benefit writer
and activist Dan Savage's "It
Gets Better" project, a mission to reduce the number of
recent teen suicides across
the country. ·
EQUAL students brought
laptops and webcams to
encourage students to make
personal video statements for
young teenagers who may not
have an LGBTQ community
to turn to.

WOMAN Dl,ES AFTER
HUSBAND PULLS HER
FROM HOOSE FIRE
ACentral Florida woman has
died after bejng pulled by her
. husband from their burning
home. Oran~~ County Fire
Rescue workerswerecalled to
the house late Tuesday.

Innovative presidents
paved way for UCFs
explosive growth
EMREKELLY
Editor-in-chief
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As Florida Technological
University expanded, the influence slowly pulsated out of its
concentric rings displayed to
Central Florida that its economic
impact would be necessary for
future growth.
According to a historically
centered brochure released by
UCF called "Breaking New
Ground." 'Irevor Colbourn, the
university's second president,

"Twelve people killed
themselves today," UCF
alumna and keynote speaker
Alex Wall said as the meeting
opened ·~bout nine of them
are gay. ~ese deaths are
because society makes gay
kids feel bad for being who
you are. This drive is made to
show younger teens that it
gets better:•
After Wall's opening statement, Student Development
and Enrollment Services Vice
President Maribeth Ehasz
PLEASESEE SUICIDES ONAS

In May, UCF selected Tony Waldrop to
serve . as provost following an extensive
nationwide search for a successor to Terry
Hickey, who retired in June.
July 30 marked Waldrop's first day as the
university's second-highest ranking official.
Before beginning
his · tenure at
UCF, Waldrop
was the vice
chancellor for
research and economic development at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel
Hill. He also
served as vice
chancellor for
research at the
University of Illinois,
UrbanaCOURTESY UCF NEWS&INFORMATION
Champaign.
UCF Provost Tony Waldrop says the
budget remains his top concern.
Waldrop
spoke about his
first two months and what he has learned so
far from communicating with students, faculty and administrators.
CFF: You began your duties as provost July
30. What have you accomplished in your first
two months on the job?
Waldrop: I've really gotten to know a lot of
the people here that make a difference at the
university, certainly working very closely with
administration, with the people that report to
PLEASESEE

& Then in 2010
Final series installment
envisioned an academic program that encompassed more
than technical majors.
By Dec. 6, 1978, Florida Technological University became the
University of Central Florida.
Thus, UCFs core - research
- slowly began to take shape
and provided Central Floridians
with more varied jobs.
'"Irevor Colbourn was a perfect follow-up act to Charlie Millican," said Roger Pynn. a 1973
graduate of UCF and previous
chairman of the UCF Foundation. "He was a historian and bad

a great appreciation for American and academic history."
·~ lot of Hitt's later achievements are thanks to a lot of the
athletics programs built by Colbourn," Pynn said "The stadium,
arena complex and all of the
stores around it would not have
existed without 'Irevor."
Pynn also said Colbourn provided the fuel for the Florida
Research Park to grow and transform Florida's economy.
Research at UCF and connections with other companies and
universities has greatly contributed to the Florida High Tech
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Government job search
engine comes to campus

"1tun

The information session will be held on Oct 7
on the third floor of the
Student Union in room 316
CandD.
It will run from 10 to
11:30 a.m. All students are
welcome to attend and
more information can be
found from Valda Ramdial
at 407-823-2742:
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The Lost Florida novel event
to be held in library
Found at Rollins College, an 1855 manuscript
was recently uncovered by
a professor. It is one of the
first to describe life in
Florida as a farmer.
A book written on the
manuscript will be presented at the event by its
co-author, Dr. Maurice
O'Sullivan.
Dr. O'Sullivan will be
discuss~g the importance
of the .book both upon literature and history.
The event is free and
open to the public and will
be held in room 223 of the
UCF library on Oct 7 from
7 to 8:30 p.m. Free parking
is available in lot B 3.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Forklift taken
.from construction site ·
The ATM had been lifted out of its place by a
forklift that was parked
nearby.
The heavy machine
had been taken from a
construction site.
It was not immediately
known how much money
was taken.
A witness told officers
·he saw a man wearing a
dark blue, hooded sweat
shirt driving the forklift
around the time ofthe robbery.

Woman was found
unresponsive inside house
According to reports,
the homeowner told dispatchers the residence
was on fire when he
arrived home.
A dispatcher helped
guide the man in ·removing his wife from the home
and in beginning CPR.
Paramedics transported the woman to Florida
Hospital
Celebration
Health where she died on
Wednesday.
Officials believe the ftte
started in the kitchen.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

CORRECTION
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Corridor, which, as described by its official website, is
"a technology rich region drawn together by its three
research universities to grow high tech industry."
The three universities included in the High Tech
Corridor are UCF, the University of Florida and the
University of South Florida.
· Military hardware companies such as Raytheon
and Lockheed Martin work out of facilities located
out of the Central Florida Research Park.
More software-centered defense companies, such
as SAIC and Carley, also operate in the park.
"There would be no Florida High Tech Corridor
without Research Park," Pynn said. "The companies
and military entities that are there have driven UCF
to become the unquestioned leader in military simuCOURTESY UCFPHOTO ARCHIVES
lation technology."
To Pynn, Colbourn's playful personality and drive The UCF campus, as seen in 1967, was once barren farmland. Within several
toward political changes helped to change the entire- years, its layout based upon concentric rings started to take shape.
ty of Florida's educational system.
"He championed, along with Joan Ruffi.er, what he Pynn said. "If you talk to other people around the
called parody funding," Pynn said 'We can attribute country, they're amazed by tliis partnership."
Florida, once known for its agriculture-heavy
to Trevor that there is equitable funding at Florida
economy, has been greatly transformed since 1992,
universities today."
Enrollment under Colbourn grew from 11,000 in thanks in great part to Hitt's arrival at UCF.
"Our economy in Florida now has three legs: agri1978 to 18,000 in 1988, a 64 percent increase.
Colbourn was president ofUCF from 1978 to 1988. culture, tourism and technology. That's a balanced
His successor was Steven Altman, a young adminis- economy," said Pynn.
To Pynn, his fellow alumni and friends, the inclutrator from Texas A&M University.
"[Altman] was a management specialist ,and he sion of a medical school at UCF is the most important
was very much a community president," Pynn said piece"'o f work that Hitt is currently undertaking. .
"I'm so proud of it, and it will define this commu"He was very playful and, along with being a big football fan, built a lot ofgreat bridges to the community." nity's future," Pynn said.
Michael Kilbride, the current Student Government
Altman's successor followed him in 1992. John C.
Hitt, the fourth and current president of UCF, has Association president, said: "President Hitt has
seen exponential growth in both the '90s and 2000s strived to continue to take UCF to new heights."
"Through his leadership, the university has
thanks to his goals to expand the school's reach.
According to "Breaking New Ground," Hitt wrote increased quality and access to higher education
his five long-term goals on a napkin that he had given the Central Florida region of the state," Kilbride said.
As the 2000s have progressed, UCF's has seen
to Dr. Dan Holsenbeck:
·
- Offer the best undergraduate education avail- exponential growth, both in financial and student
body power.
able in Florida.
What was once 18,000 in 1988 has exploded into
- Achieve international prominence in key pro· 56,000 in 2010.
grams of graduate study and research.
As Sgt. Troy Williamson, the public information
- Provide international focus to our curricula and
officer for the UCF Police Department said, "I used to
research programs.
walk the empty land, and I would tell myself that it
- Become more inclusive and diverse.
would all be developed one day.
- Be America's leading partnership university.
"Now, there are buildings every where, and the
"There is no question in my mind that John's fifth
· goal, to be America's leading partnership university, is entire university, including the new police departhis greatest contribution to UCF:' Pynn said "It has_ ment, has seen a lot of changes."
Thus, the importance in both UCF as a university
driven everything else."
Hitt, according to Pynn, helped save the technolo- and its history is readily apparent: studying and learngy industry in Florida by partnering with USF and UF. ing its foundations can only lead to its expansion as a
''Why would he partner with a rival university to research, development lµld forward-thinking univerkeep high-tech industry stable? It's just unheard of," sity.

m

In the Oct 4 issue ofthe
Future, Jacoby Zepf and ·

Nicholas Zepf were incorrectly identified as 1;he
founders of Embrace the
Culture.
The actual founder,
CEO and creative director
is Ryan Caraballo.
The brothers work in
the marketing and finance
departments.
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:Sunshine
and clouds mixed.
PARTY
CLOUDY
High:83°
Low:60°

High 83F. Winds Nat 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Clear. Low near 60F.
Winds Nat 5 to 10 mph.

0
0

Friday

High:85°

MOSTLY SUNNY .

Low:63°

Saturday

High:85°

SUNNY

Low:65°
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Research
g19oup examines disaster relief
.
'

ASHLEY.SIKAND
Contributing Writer

Have you kept yourself
prepared for Hurricane
Season?
Several tropical storms
travel through Florida each
year. And those storms
leave many people wondering how the results can
be avoided, or cause less
damag~
After Hurricane Katrina
in 2005, it was made apparent to many researchers,
specifically UCF faculty
members Naim Kapucu,
Christopher Hawkins and
Fernando Rivera, that
something had to be done.
The National Institute
of Food and Agriculture
funded UCF $387,556 to
help aid rural communities
throughout the Central
Florida. region prepare,
respond and recover from
natural disasters.
Kapucu, the principal
investigator and director of
the Center for Public and
Nonprofit Management
and associate professor of
publicadministration,said
· Central Florida has continuously been vulnerable to
many natural occurrences
that have disrupted communities, individuals and
social-technical systems
and functions.
The team of researchers
hope to generate an assetbase approach. This would
improve
community
capacity and develop struc. tural data to better the
_management within emerg~cy response networks.
Researchers from the
Center for Public and Nonprofit Management will
conduct and analyze
research in the n-chosen
counties - Brevard, Citrus, Flagler, Lake, Levy,
Marion, Orange, Osceola,
Seminole, Sumter . and
Volusia - to identify the
proper strateg1es needed
to minimize the impact of

•
•
•
•

natural ·disasters. ·
Each county will have a
separate focus group with
·support .from its own
research assistants. Documentary analysis and survey data will be taken from
citizen groups, faith-based
community organizations,
,business representatives
and emergency management agencies.
This project will continue for three ·y ears ·and a
portion of the grant money
will pay for four students'
tuitions to be a part of the
·research team. Three of the
students selected will be
graduate studel}.ts and one
will be an undergraduate.
Toe grant will also
cover travel expenses to
research conferences that
Kapucu and his team mem- .
bers will be attending.
"The most important.
part is the workshop,"
Kapucu said. "We have a
great combination of people participating and w'e
did a great job on·collecting
data for the grant we have
received."
Kapucu said this-.grant
was highly competitive and
called for a lot of criteria,
but the grant was given to
UCF due to. the quality of
1 ·
their proposal
A conference will also
be held at UCF at the end of
the second and fmal year in
. which Kapucu and coinvestigators will invite
international experts, local
management personnel
and community Ill.embers
to share what they have
found and receive feedback.
A_book will also be publi$hed. by Kapucu and his
· two co-principal investigators, Hawkins, from UCF's
. public
administration
department, and Rivera of
the sociology department.
"Rural commumties are
spatially isolated and have
less economic resources,"
Rivera said.. "Some areas

may lack basic communi- and storins," -said Jennifer
cation tools and these are Castano, a junior digital ·
also the al'eas that are most design major. "I think this
prone to ·tornados, wild- project will bring great
fires and hurricanes so it is things to the people who
important to build effective live in not so technologicaldisaster management tech- ly advanced areas."
Hawkins said that linkniques."
· Rivera said that once ing the land use and growth
management techniques policies of Central Florida
are put. into place, it will • connnunities to disaster
lead to stronger rural com- resilience is one of the core
munities with the knowl- parts of their research.
He hopes that over the
edge they need to help people stay disaster ready at all ·years this project will
develop useful information
,
times.
"I grew up in a very rural that can advance the field
area in Colombia, if we of public administration,
would of had this opportu- emergency management
nity when I was living there and planning as well · as
tpings would have been being able to provide addiCOURTESY UCF NEWS & INFORMATION
handled much differently tional tools for · Central Nairn Kapua,, the director of the Center for Public and Nonprofit Management, is
part of agroup at UCF ~rch how to help rural communities recover from disasters.
when it came to wildfires Florida communities.

Kids ~hive to learn about college
AMANDA DASHER
Contributing Writer

In a noisy classroom
decorated with colorful
posters and . cubbyholes,
freshman Lindsey Kirk
answers questions about
college applications, football games and dorm
roorris. Toe audience:
fifth-graders.
~ The molecular biology
- and microbiology major is
one of the 140 UCF honors
students participating in a
pilot program with the
Advancement Via Individual Determination system
throughout Orange County elementary, schools
designed to get elementary school' children excited .a bout college.
"I was amazed the first
day I walked into my 5th
grade class and they all
had so many questions for
me about what I am doing
at this university and what
it's.like being a college stu-'
dent," said Kirk.
Toe Burnett Honors·
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College's program is the this curriculum is a good
first of its kind in which match for our students,
college students teach the and yet meets a real need
classes, and it could spur tlie district has," she said.
partnerships
Astra said the goal for
similar
between AVID ·a nd differ- the program is to show the
ent colleges throughout elementary kids that col- '
the country.
lege is always an option
Once a week for six · for them, and higher eduw.eeks, UCF students visit cation is attainable.
. Assistant · Principal
different Orange County
schools and teach the chil- Raymond Yackel of Paldren a specially designed metto Elementary School,
curriculum.
one of the 13 schools takToe AVID-created cur- ing part in the progt"am,
riculum benefits not only said his desire for the prothe · elementary school gram was for his. students
children, but the college to make connections with
. freshmen teaching · the positive influences.
''The UCF students are
sessions as welL
Director of research real people who are taking,
and civic engagement at part in higher education,"
the Burnett Honors Col- he said, "and it is easy for
- lege, Kelly Astra, said the children to make a posi- ·
topics include such things tive connection.with UCF
as time management, ' students who are actively
reflection and goal setting, " engaging them in a posiissues that apply to both tive way."
·
the elementary school stu- ·
He said he hopes his
dents and the UCF fresh- . students realize that edumen.
cation is important, and
''When you're teaching, they are capable of follow. you learn much more, so ing in the footsteps of the

.ii.i ii CoJ1g
0
•

TARGET.

I II

UCF students who are
teaching them.
Junior molecular biology and microbiology
major Haley Dzurino, ·
who is a team leader in the
program, said the program is getting . better
responses
than
she
thought it would.
When she asked the
fifth~graders she worked
with about what makes a
student successful, she
was surprised by their
answers.
The students said it's
important to be organized,
said Dzurino.
"Organization was the
last thing I though they
would think of," she said.
· Since this is the first
run of the program, there
will be revisions · and
changes to it before it can
be imitated nationwide,
said Astra, but the Honors
College plans on repeating the program next falL
''.Assuming the schoqls
still want us," she said
withalaugk

A4
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AUthor, columnist talks about India's rise
MELISSA COLON
Contributing Writer

If you're ignoring
what's going on in India:,
the world's largest democracy, you.may want to perk
up and pay attention, says
Anand
Giridharadas,
author and .India correspondent for The New
York Times.
If only for the reason
that your rival for the job
you hope to get after graduation is likely to be a '20year-old living in Mumbai.
' Understanding
the
social, technological and
political revolution that is
going on in India is essential for coµege students
and others in the West,
Giridharadas said Tuesday

-he writes the "Letter From entrenched poverty.
India" column for the
"More people have
International Herald Tri- access to a cell phone in
bune and is author of India India than to a flush toilet,"
Calling, a book scheduled Giridharadas said.
to be released by Times
That reality is linked to
Books in January. An another major point GiridAmerican born in subur- haradas .made in his
ban Cleveland, Ohio, to speech. Much of the
Indian _immigrant parents, progress that is occurring
he now lives in Cam.: in India is in the private
bridge, Mass., and travels . sector and is happening
to India.
despite government ~upIndia, · Giridharadas port, not because of it.
said, "Is the world's .most
If India is to continue to
important experiment. ... It grow; succeed and live up
is the crucible in which the to its potential, it '\viµ
for<;es that are changing require the government to
our world are . most create infrastructure sysintense:' .
· terns that work.
- "No
country
has
India is the .crossroads
of globalization, where ~ become great through milyoung workforce that has lions of private dreams,"
disciplined itself to know Giridharadas . said. "You
English, math and science need systems."
,
better than many of its
As for how Westerners
American counterparts, is view India, Giridharadas .
drawing the enterprise said American pop culand attention of compa- · ture, such as the new NBC
nies from all over the show, Outsourced, largely
world.
gets India wrong.
e-board members decid- collaborated with other
Auditions for the sin- .
In India, he said, you
"That show is abouf 10
ed to extend their celebra- organizations like Club gles and couples cate- ·- will find taxi drivers who years behind what's going
tions by adding more Kreyol, EQUAL, Colom- gories of the event were .
send their kids to private on iii India," he said.
·
events than usual.
bian Student Association, held Sept. 27 in the Harris
schools. You will ffad -a
· But American TV has
"We want to show all Latin American studies, Engineering Cooperation
Victoria's Secret bra facto- served as a source ofinspithe faces of Hispanie cul- · ancl Latino fraternities Building.
ry witp. 4,000 women ration to Indian young
The final event of the
ture," said Oris Rodriguez, and sororities during
no men, because they 'p eople, he said. "Most
Cuban-Dommitan presi- · their month-long celebra- Hispanic Heritage cele. don't show up for work Indians want to be Ross
brations will "bring Haldent -of the organization. tion.
stitching and wearing the and Rachel[the main char"We want people to know
"Hispanic culture is loween back to its roots,"
company's· "miraculous" acters from "Friends," the
,that our culture is alive on multi.-faceted- and com- according to HASA's
products.
hit '90s show.]
campus, stronger and plex, but it tends to be Facebook page.
You will find techniIndia's youth will conmore united than ever." · warm, festive and joyous."
To celebrate "Dia de
cians designing systems tinue to be the driving
HASA started in 1985 said Cecilia Rodriguez los Muertos", there will be
for the next generation of force behind the "fiery
as one of only two minor- · Milanes, associate profes- an altar where members
. jetliners. You will ffad change" that -is occurring
ity organizations on cam- . sor of English and HASA's and participants can post
aggressive capitalists buy- there because th~y believe
pus and the only one for faculty advi:,er, who also photos and other memen· ing out companies - such in the power of their own
the Latino student popu- mentioned - that · it is to they want to share.
. as the automaker Jaguar. - . dreams, Giridharadas said. lation - bringing togeth- important to honor those
All Jnementos and
from the nation that used That, and the fact that
er students from a variety qualities since nearly 15 photos will be returned at
to colonize them, Great · there are just so many of
of .Hispanic as well as percent of the UCF popu- the end · of the event,
Britain. You . will find · them that they comprise a
non-Hispanic : · back- lation is Latino or Latina - which will be held in the
young people falling in force. that cannot be
grounds.
The most anticipated . Barbara Ymg Center.
love, which can seem radi- ignored.
.
"HAS.A. gives us a event, · according to
HASA's events are. free
cal in a country where
"China has a one-child
home away from home Rodriguez, is the "So You and open to all UCF stu. arranged marriages have policy," Giridharadas said.
and a support network to Think You Can Rumba" dents and non-students.
been the norm.
"India has an eight-child
fall back on," said Lilian . event Oct. 14 at 8 p.m in For a _full list of events,
. But it's also a nation policy."
·
Milanes, Cuban-Ameri- the Pegasus Ballroom, visit their website at
UCF journalism profesthat's rife with contradiccan special events coordi- which was added to the • http://hasaucf.blogspot.c
tions - where heady ec9- sor· · Rick . Brunson connator.
·
·
calendar as a silver om or the Facebook page
.nomic ~ambitions and sue- tributed to the reporting of .
·ne organization has anniversary special.
HASA@UCF.
cess still run headlong into _this story.
in a sprech·to 145 people in
the Key West Ballroom at
the Student Union.
•
India, a nation of 1.15.
billion people -:- inost of
them under the age ·of 30
--:- is a country that.is pulsing with the ambition of its
young people, who ·have
. thrown off the rigid, feudal
caste system of previous
ages.
''It's like shaking a Coke
can for a thousand years
and then opening it,"
Giridharadas said.
His speech, "The Rise
of India and .What It
COURTESY ANAND GIRIDHARADAS
Means for the World," was Anand Giridharadas, author and India correspondent for The New York.Times,·
sponsored by the UCF spoke at UCF about how India's rise will affect college students.
.
.
Global
Perspectives
was dressed in a gray blaz- crowd. In addition to writOffice.
.
· Giridharadas, who him- er, blue jeans and red ·'ing the "Currents" column
selfappears to be about 30, shoes as he addressed -the for The New York Times,

Domilljcan movie night hosted;
MEISHA PERRIN
Contributing Writer

If you have never
watched the Dominican
R~public's comedic film
Sanky Panky, you are not
alone - and that is one
reason ~hy UCF's Hispanic American Student
Association is showing
the movie Tuesday.
The Dominican Movie
Night, complete with
popcorn and drinks, will
take place in the Communications Building Rooni
101 at 7 p.m. But it is not
the only event being put
on by the first Hispanic
organization on campus.
HASA events commemorating
Hispanic
Heritage Month began on
Sept. 15 with ~ presentation on the aftermath of
the earthquakes in Haiti
and Chile in the Cape
Florida ballroom.
In celebration of its
25th year at UCF, HASA

\,
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Conference espouses sustainable solutiOns
FROM Al

"The Department of
Energy presentation was
to the conference since the best breakout'session
the ·group's founding in at the conference," said
2008. The group has Sebastian Church, a junbeen to state conferences ior creative w.riting major
before, but this is the first and member of I.D.EA.S.
time its been invited to
Church
is
also
regional conference.
involved in the education
The conference was a section of I.D.E.A.S.
workshop-based meet- which ,presented a new
ing, allowing student education initiative.
organizations to present
I.D.E.A.S. presented
their ideas to students Ideas for Education at its
from other universities;
kiosk, a program that will
At the • conference, · · create a lesson plan to
I.D.E.A.S. presented the educate students about
· Student
Ambassador all types of energy,
Program in conjunction including their advanwith the U.S. Department tages and disadvantages. ·
of Energy.
I.D.E.A.S. wants to take
~'We're,literally going the information the
to be presenting the · group learns' and take it
Department of Energy's to othei; education
outreach efforts at uni- sour~es.
versities and opportuni- . "Eventualty, we want
ties for students to get to go out to elementary
.involved
with
the schools, middle schools
Department of Energy," and high'schools and use
Castro said.
this type of.curriculum to

a

educate the . students," knowledge and perspec- into tote bags that can be
. tive," said Ij:ank Harding, used in place of plastic bags
Church said.
at grocery stores.
To cover the expenses, co-foun~er of I.D.EA.S.
I.D.E.A.S. petitioned the
.Bike turbines aren't the
The group has also
Student
Government only renewable energy the researched algae as a fuel
source and has educated
Association for a grant. group has worked on.
I.D.E.A.S. has created a members on the use of
They were awarded
$1,500, the largest grant solar-power initiative on algae fuels in transporta·
available in the category campus that also helps tion.
"This.is a new market in
the conference was in. reduce plastic consumpThe grant allocations tion. They use solar energy bio-fuels that is now turnprovided for transporta- to power a sewing machine 1ng into the next generation
tion, lodging and table they use fo turn old T-shirts of_-our transportation cen·
registration.
I.D.E.A.S. . has taken
steps toward widespread
use of renewable energy
resources on campus.
The research depart-.
ment of I.D.E.A.S. has.
created bike turbines to
create useable energy.
Castro said the research
team spent a month
researching the physics
and engineering of wind
turbines.
"We have five or six
people, and we all get
together and share our

tered fuels," Castro said.
The conference is helping Stt\dents across the
share ideas
1 Southeast
about renewable energy,
and I.D.E.A.S. is helping
teach students about these
renewable energies. .
Student outreach is the
best way to spread the
word, Castro said.
"Green [living] is the
way of the future," he said.

KATIEDEES/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Carl Lafleur, right, ~lms his testimony as part of the'It Gets Better'video campaign to help gay youth.
.
.

Suicides spark awareness
"Simple documentation is very important to
and other SDES officials this process," Pearson
to show their~ said. "It not only lets us
came
support ofUCF's LGBTQ know what's happening,
community..
but it lets us know who
'We want UCF to be a needs the help."
·
comniunity that you're
Students also used the
proud of," Ehasz said to time to speak about their
students. "We don't want concerns about gender
you to be afraid to come identity and the school's
to us.''refusal to add it to the
SDES officials also -- Anti-Discrimination. Polspoke on the various sup- icy.
port resources available
Unhappy with Ehasz's
at UCF for students.
response, a student
That included ,the began debating with her
24/7 Counseling Center during the Q&A.
hotline - 407-823-2811 ~ , Wall stepped in with
the OSRR Incident her own statement.
Report - 407-823-6960 · "I'm sure Dr. Ehasz is
- and Knight Allies, an giving you _the most
on-campus group com- honest,
nonpolitical
mitted to bettering UCF's answer she · can give,"
LGBTQ
community Wall said. "There aren't
. made for those who don't many college administrators tliat will come to
identify as LGBTQ;
Officials also dis- a gay meeting and tell
cussed the importance of you that they're'there for
speaking up when a you."
friend may need help.
Wall then spoke to
''You can save a life by students on bullying, gay
taking that step," SDES hasping and ways to hanco~elor Stacy Pearson die the situation.
said, ''by helping a friend
"Social
openness
get a resource they may s4ould be available to
·need.''
everyone," she said. "This
SDES also noted that includes the gay kids and
all these resources were those guys who wear
covered . under
a trenchcoats to class."
statewide confidentiality
After Wall's speech,
agreement.
students made their way
After speaking on the to the computers around
available resources cur- the room. Studeµts 'gave
rently at\UCF, Ehasz then their personal Itestiheld a question-and- monies about their own
answer session with stu- experiences . with bullydents to _see what they ing.
·
believed could also be
"I w~ bullied in high
done to help UCF's school, all the way back
to middle school,"
LGBTQcommunity.
, President
Senior Gabrielle Shul- EQUAL
ruff spoke about LGBTQ Matthew Patterson said
students facing discrimi- in his testimony. "It made
nation from classmates, me question, at times,
but also from faculty possibly committing suimembers. This brought cide. I know. But even
up an issue of diversity through the coming-out
training for prQfessors process, it does get better.
that includes gay,' lesbian So go out, try to find
and . transgender stu- groups ofpeople like you.
It will give you a sense of
dents.
FROM Al
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·UnCertain budget remain priority for Waldrop
have· with the deans for na'tionally by not only
wquld be my commitment
to the highest quality of
them fo present their other universities but by
some ofthe for-profit unime, including deaJ,lS, inter- education, research and
ideas.
acting with stud~nts, facul- service. It's important at
Parking is not about versities to see how that
ty and staff, and gotten to every university, but one
building more and more was managed.
An additional one is
know the people and what has to demonstrate that,
parking lots - rm sure
the use of online courses,
they can do as well as what · and I think my career
we'll do some of that they_w ant so lean then help demonstrates it. Finally; my
but it's also looking at whether it's mixed mode
support their ideas as well willingness to listen to peohow do we do alternative or completely online or
as my own ideas.
·
transportation, how do video streaming, has
ple, work with people, and
- TONY WALDROP
There have been a num- for us to have our collective
we reduce the ne~d for enabled us to continue to
UCF PROVOST
ber of things we · started goals that we work together
more cars on campus. take in mote students.
working on. One of those is to reach.
· Some large steps have Having the regional cam- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - already been made, and _I puses enable_d us to do
the strategic plan working
with Vice President (Al)
CFF: What -are the top because there is abundant something that, to a great think we need to continue that.
I think one of the
Harms, but als0 with all the concerns among UCF stu- parking here compared to degree, is out of our con- to pursue that:
folks within Academic dents and faculty?
· Chapel Hill, but it seems to trol. It depends on how
In Chapel Hill, fewer things · we would also
. Affairs to where we now
Waldrop: I think first be on everyone's mind.
the economy does, specif- than 50 percent of people want tolook at is the mix
have a draft planned that and foremost, the top three
The-other thing I would ically as we drill down on who work there can park of students we have comwe'll be finalizing over the would be budget, budget mention is some of the the economy 'o f Florida, at the university, and ing into the university
next month.
and budget. We're in uncer- social issues that people are there's not a lot we can do almost no students have ~nrollment, not only from
I've been talking a lot tain times right now. The committed to and want to to impact that:
parking, it's only a ·hand- the standpo4i,t · of first
with people abo'1,t the Col- monies we receive from the make sure we're doing
The way we deal .with ful. The town of Chapel time in college tq. stulege. of Medicine and its state have gone down sub- things in the correct way, it is to make sure we're Hill capped their parking, . ·dents coming in through
tole in starting to support stantially over the last sev- whether it being the situa- making the best decisions but to make up for that transfers, but also the
some of the activities there eral years. Again, that's not, tion with l'rofessor · (Jen- possible in ter.ms of the there's beeri a great use of makeup of making sure
that will make a big differ- novel to us. That's true all nifer) Vest that's being expenditures and monies park-and-ride lots, and we keep attention to
, ence for the university.
over the country.
investigated
now, ' or provided to us by the they have a free bus sys- diversity as well. There
A second thing would whether it's other issues state of Florida and work- teni there, so some of that are a lot of people looking
CFF: In last semester's be, we're growing very rap- such as the one with LGBT ing very C¥efully with is already going on here · specifically at-this.
open meeting, you said you idly. Are we doing· every- that just popped up, and university
Our commitment is to
leadership, as well. .No one is ever
never considered taking an thing we possibly can to finally, somethingl'm very deans, ,department chairs happy with the amount of . provide high quality education in a way that
a4ministrative
position ensure that we're protect- delighted to see .a growing and with students.
parking.
until a search committee ing the quality of education concern here, our green · The students have a
allows access Jo as many
.nominated you for this that goes on at the universi- issues.
great responsibility given
CFF~ What challenges possible students \\'.'3.Ilting
position. What qualifica- ty, at the same time meeting
I was pleased to see the the size of budget they do you expect· related to to come to·a university.
tions niade you an attrac- the absolute critical goal of ·amount of recycling that ·n iatch. ·I'm very pleased the budget situaticin?,· ·
tive candidate in.the eyes of providing access for the goes ·on.here. I was pleaseci to see the students and
Waldrop: We had a 1CFF: What has been
the committee?
growing number of stu- · to see the commitment to . administration worked percent cut at the begin- your favorite part of
Waldrop:Firstofall,the dents coming from the state · reducing energy consump- . ,well together, f9r exam- ning ofthe year. We were working with the UCF
administrative experience of Florida? I believe there is tion and Ol.!-t carbon foot- . ple, some ofthe initiatives asked to prepare a see.: community and living in
that I've had. I've been a the comniitment to do that, print.
that have been done by nario for up to a 5-per~ent Central Florida?
.
head of a program, an and, by and large, we have
Student - . Government cut, which we have done.
Waldrop: The quality
MDPH program. I've been, done that.
-CFF: How·do you plan using student fees really . We held back 3 percent. · people here at_the univerfor a -short time, an interim
. A third one, and I don't fo address those .concerns? benefited. the university So assuming that things sityi whether it's the peoWaldrop: I don't think very widely.
.
don't get substantially ple here in niy office, "
.dean of a graduate college, say this to be funny, but it ·
an interim dean of a college comes up from faculty and one individual cari solve all
A second concern I worse, we ,¢ink this year whether it's the leaderof medicine and a chief students a lot, and that's of those., and some of the mentioned was making wiU be reasonable.
ship of the university.
research officer for many, parking. I personally don't time they caQ.'t. Let's start sure we dealt appropri- .
Budget scenarios preI think the partnership
many years. Another thing see it as as big of an issue, . with budget. A budget is ately with the social p~ed by my predecessor, that goes on among
issues -in front of us. I . Pro\'.ost I:Iickey, are pre- groups here is really
think the same thing is pared to handle a roughly amazing. .We have an
very true there. It starts 5 percent budget cut. If it's individual here from the ·
with the upper adminis- not. worse than that, we'll faculty at Texas Christian
tration of the university be OK.
University for the semesstating and standing
Next year is a different ter, he's a fellow of the
b~hind their commitment story. We have the loss' of American Counsel on
to those issues. Certainly the federal stimulus dol- . Education.
have heard President lars, and we again are
He was commenting
(John) .Hitt do that on a waiting to see the impact that my position, myself
number of occasions and of the oil spill and the lay- as provost and Bill Merck
' in terms of my own posi~ offs and just the overall as vice · president (of
tion as provost, making U.S. ~conomy and the • administration
and
sure I'm· continually giv- economy here in Florida. 1 finance) and his role, that
ing the message to · the so at this moment, it's those two positions at
people underneath me of . wait and see.
many universities will
our comniitinent to those
Having said that; we often butt heads, but how
~~ues, including the are preparing scenarios closely he and I work
deans. ·
· and looking at our calcu- 'together, and I think ~t·s
For example, at · an lations very carefully to true in all of the relation- ·
upcom4lg dean's meet- deal with whatever the ships.
· ing, there is a fund admin- ·situa~on might be.
· It's also true to a large
istered through this office ·
degree among students,
that's used to hire minoriCFF: How are you pre- faculty and in administraty faculty.
par~d to meet the chal- tion.
I met recently with the lenges-of a fast-growing
The single biggest
thing that makes your job
Black Faculty Association university? .
and they're very pleased
Waldrop: It has been bearable when-- you're
with that.
·
amazing, the amount of dealing with difficult situWhen I ·asked them if growth that has occurred ations is knowing you
there are more things we here; that has been ,done have people around you
coulddotoencoµrageuse with som~ cutting-edge that have the same goals
of that_fund, they tho1.1:ght activities. The partner- . and, values and will woi;k
that there were, so I have ship with regional cam- · together to deal with
them · coming to an• puses, the Direct Con- those issues. I've ~ertainly
upcoming meeting that I nect, is now'b eing studied seen that here.
FROM Al

-'I was pleased to see the
commitment to reducing energy
consumption and our carbon
footpritJt [at UCF].'
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Disney's Coronado Springs Resort
1000 W. Buena Vista Dr. Lake Buena Vista, FL 3283Q, Veracruz Exhibit Hall

October 9, 2010 ·.
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Knights.blank
_FIU, take over.
first place in
Conference USA
JASON CROOK
Men'ssoccer beat writer

The men's soccer team got a pair
of goals from unlikely sources and
its stifljng defense shut down FIU
for a 2-0 victory Tuesday night at
the UCF Soccer Complex.
The Knights (7-2, 3-0), ranked
No. 24 by Soccer America, were out
to prove that Saturday's triumph
over No. 5 SMU was no fluke, and
their dominating win against the
Golden Panthers (4-5, 0-2) put them
in sole possession of first place in
Conference USA
"Forget about being the favorite,
every conference game is tough,"
head coach Bryan Cunningham
said. "Our focus was on tonight.
Credit to the players to fight
through some adversity and take
some of the best that FIU had ·to
offer to get out with a 2-0 win."
UCF contr6lled the ball from the
onset, dictating the pace ofthe game
and peppering FIU goalkeeper
Shane Lopez with shots until finally
breaking through late in the first

Mohawks in '08, plaid in '09

ST. PETERSBURG- St. Petersburg is·
going "mad for plaid'.'
The hometown of the Tampa Bay
Rays has put up blue plaid street
banners along Central i\vemte Tuesday
and more went up Wednesday as the
team opened the American League '
Divis_ional Series at Tropicana Field.
The banners celebrate this season's
gimmick mastennipded by manager
Joe Maddon. Fans are clamoring for
plaid Rays gear after the players arrived
home decked out in matching plaid
sport coats after clinching the American
· League East title fast weeRend. ,
The best-of-five series against the ·
Texas Rangers continues Thursday at ·
3:37p.m.
·

COLLEGE

hal£

In the 44th minute Sophomore
Nicholas Keown-Robson made a
beautiful spin move on the left side
of the field, beating two defenders
before sending a crossing pass,back
toward the middle of the penalty ·
box to a ~ting 'Eduardo Jimenez.
The sophomore from San Juan,
Puerto Rico, wasted no time reeling
in the .bouncing pass and blasting
home his .fll'St career goal to put the
Knights up 1-0 gding into halftime.
"It was definitely a momentum

Gators looking for post~loss
rebound after'Bama disaster
GA1NESVILLE - Following a loss at .
Auburn in 2006, Florida players were
angry. They responded by winning the
rest of their games and the national
title.
Following a home loss to Mississippi
in 2008, the Gators were dejected. They
rallied around quarterback nm Tebow,
won out again and picked up another
natjo~al championship.
How did this years team react after
Saturday night's 31-6 drubbing at topranked Alabama?
''This group was a combination of
both;' coach Urban Meyer sajd;"The
leadershi~lly stepped up. But.it's
~ easy to stanc"ITpaiulsay something.
You have to be a real man to back
everything-up. I'm a[lxious to watch
(and see what happens):'
The 14th-ranlfed Gators (4-1, 2-1
Soijtheastern Conference) should have '
a ~etter id_ea what will happen
,
Saturday ntght against No. 12 LSU (5-0,
2-0).
"Ifwe dwell on the past, we'll let.this

t

.one get right past us, too;'center Mike ··
Pouncey sa~·d.'We need thJs game'.' .
Florida h been fairly resilient during
Meyer's si~ ason, winning eight of
nine games that followed losses. It
should help this week that, even
though score indicated a lopsided
game, players and coaches believe the
outcome hinged on_afew plays.
Backup quarterback Trey Burton
threw an interception at the goal line to
end the opening drive, and Carl Moore
dropped a third-down pass on the next'
possession. The Gators settled for a
chip-shot field goal and had an
interception returned for a score.
When it was over, Florida had four
turnovers and three missed scoring
chances in the red zone.
''We don't want to feel what we felt
last Saturday;' defensive tackle Terron
Sanders said. ''We know. what we have
to do to prevent that We all are
disappointed in ourselves. We let one get away. We honestly feel like we
could have beat them. Wtre kicking
ourselves a little bit, but at the same
time, we understand that we still
control our destiny and we can still get
to Atlanta'.'
Indeed, the Gators still control their
fate in the SEC East race.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Nicholas Keown-Robson, left, celebrates with AJ Nelson, Cameron Cooksey and Varon Bacher in the Knights' 2-0 win over FIU,Tuesday.
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.Felix Heniandez: Aking without a crown
'

.

. There are a few things
in baseball that just don't
matter.
The Pirates' manager.
Fiftieth-round draft picks.
The player with the highest batting average with _
runners in scoring position on Sun'day night
dome-games.
But the thing that matters least is unfortunately
still relevant to far too
many people: pitcher's
wins.
I know rm not breaking any new ground with ·
the declaration-that wins
are unimportant and not
a true measure of skill..
but the topic comes up
ev~ry yelµ" around voting
time for the Cy Young.
This time every year,
someone tries to ta1k up a
guy with 20 wins on a
playoff team as the best ·
pitcher of the year
because of things like
''team leadership" and
"clutch." That same~
!}len derides a 13-game
winner for "compiling
stats" or never ''pitching
big games!'
We can replace the
former with David Price

MIKE BALDUCCI
-

Sports Editor

or CC Sabathia and the
latter with Felix Hernandez.
Hernandez was given
the unfortunate task of
being the ace of one c;f '
the worst offense& in
modem history.
The Mariners scored
513 runs - 346 fewer
runs than the best offense
in the MLB, the Yankees.
Hernandez, who went ·
13-12, was astonishingly 1 •
uhlucky in his losses. In ·
those 12 losses, the
Mariners scored a total of
14 runs. That's 117 runs
per game. Sabathia
earned 5.89 runs- per
game in support, and
Price notched 53.
Just on the eye test
alone, if Felix had played
on team with a halfway,
PLEASE SEE
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COURTESY UCFATHLETICS

Connor Arendell has already had a busy 2010, with afirst-place finish at WoH Run and an appearance at the U.S.Amateur.

-Arendell's sweet stroke
Connor Arendell had times already. Prior to his
an eventful summer.
rim this year, he helped
·He's already notched a the Knights win the 2010
first-place finish at the Conference USA ChamWolf Run Intercollegiate pionship in his first year
in Zionsville; Ind. He also • on the team. He tied for
advanced to the round of ' second at the event.
After ·his freshman
16 in a little tournament
called the U.S. Amateur at year, Arendell transferred
Chambers. Bay in Wash- from Louisville, a team
ington.
that won the Big East in
Arendell has become a the 2008-09 season. Aren- veteran of the U.S. Am, cfell appeared in - all ll
having qualified four events and for the Cardi-

nals and posted five top20 scores.
After being named ~
Top 50 Junior Golf Scoreboard player coming out
of high school, he choose
to attend Louisville, but
after one season, decided
to transfer back home to
Florida.
·
One of the main fac~
tors that influenced his
PLEASE SEE
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Women's tennis

)
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__.r

Frisell, Knights prep 1for~ucr Invitational
'

ALEX PERNA
Women's tennis beat writer

After a strong start to
the season, the · women's
tennis team is looking forward to hosting its first
honie tournament. The
UCF Invitational kicks off
Friday at the UCF Tennis
Complex.
Tbe Knights will be
tested ·early and often as
they face off against some
of the most talented teams
they hav:e seen thus far.
The power-packed lineup includes the Big 12's
Missouri Tigers, the SEC's
Arkansas Razorbacks and
,the Big lO's Purdue Boilermakers.
The Knights did not ·
face any of these opponents last season. Head
coach Stephanie Nickitas is
excited with the chance to
face the new opponents.

I

•

•

around us. It's always excitHaraldson's and Grif- tournament is an opportU''It will be good for the son
team to face these competFrisell, who had an ll-5 ing When you can play and fith's wins were their first nity to get better as a playitive teams early," Nickitas singles record at home last win at home."
collegiate victories. They er. Playing a lot of matches
The team is coming off each also notched wins in · helps you."
said. "We haven't faced season, thinks playing at,
Frisell also competed
them much in the past. home will help the team · an impressive start at the doubles, Griffith with partMiami Fall ·Invitational. ner sophomore· Genevieve last weekend in the prestiThey're all good teams, so perform better as a whole.
Riviera/ITA
"Playing at home will Junior Taylor Dubins, Lorbergs .and Haraldson gious
it will be exciting."
Women's All-American
Sen,ior Jenny· Frisell, help us feel more comfort- · sophomore Jenna Doerfler with Du.bins.
'"The [Miami Fall Invite] Tennis Championships in
ranked No. 106 in the able on the court," she said and freshmen Josephine
nation in singles, is also . "It makes us feel ·safer, Haraldson and Courtney went well," Dubins said. California. She fell to
' ready to take on the chal- because we have a better Griffitji all picked up wins "Every tournament you• UNLV's Aleksandra Josiwant to get better. Every foska in the first rmmd
lenge of playing the ~jor- feel for the environment ins~es.
conference teams.
· "The teai;n has · been
working very hard these
past couple weeks;* Frisell
said· "Everyone has been
doing very well, and I think
we are ready to go. The·
FROM.Al
did oil• Saturday, and
teams ·are really good, and
showed that we . have a
we have really been
shift for ~ going into the tieam that can win big-time
preparing for this."
halt:" Jimenez said "Luck- games and fight for cham~
The UCF Invite is the
ily, I got a chance, and I pionships:'
first of two fall home tourFIU had a ch,ance to
naments. The Knights ' was able to put it away. It
mftant a lot to me, and it close the gap late in the
played well at home last
meant a lot to the team"
second half on a free kick
season and will look to
The second half started froin 30 yards out. Sophocontinue that early this sea- ·
slow with both teams more goalkeeper Shawn
playing a defensive style, Doyle turned aside the ,
willing to wait for a scor- Sebastian Frings' attempt
ing opportunity. ·
with a brilliant diving save
The Knights' patience and then forced the
paid off in the,69th minute rebound shot to sail high ·
when Kevan George over the net.
played
a
beautiful
Doyle stopped all thre~
through-pass over the · FIU shots on net for his
Golden. Panthers defense fourth shutoµt of the seahitting redshirt sopho- son, a team effort that the .
more Luiz Yama:shita in Knights have been stressstride for a breakaway jng all season
·
from the top of'the box.
·"shutouts don't just.
Yamashita's shot beat the ~ean a zero up on the
goalkeeper to the far post board," Jimenez .said. "It
for l;ri.s first goal as a mem- means that we· are winber of the Knights and ning each individual battle
gave UCF a two-goal and making sure that we
advantage to put the game are tuned in 100 percent of , ·
out of reacli
the time. That is what it ·
·~s soon as I saw the ·· takes to win these big conball come over the defe!'.ld- ference games, and that is
ers, I knew J had space, something that we didn't.
and my teammates and do last year."
coaches have given me the . UCF will look to stay
confidence to put it away," perfect in conference play .
ALEX SCHIERHOLTZ / CENTRAL FLORIOAFUTURE
Yamashita said. "This win wb.en they host Memphis. Nicholas Keown-Robson takes a shot on goal.The sophomore had a cross to .
Eduardo Jimenez-in the 44th minute for a goal.
really confmned ~hat we on Saturday at 7 p.in. ·

Patience·pays off in late attack

~

Junior's confidence breed success
FROM A7

decision was his ·• Lake
Mary-based swing coach,
he says.
"I wanted to leave·Florida [originally] because of
the
heat,
but
the
[Louisville] coaches were
not what I thought, and
Louisville is not ~ good as
UCF;' Arendell said
He made his Knight
debut at the 2009 Wolf
Run Intercollegiate, in
which he tied for 42nd.
Wolf Run has become a
yearly · tournament for
Arendell, who actually
made his collegiate debut
at the event while still a

[.

.,.I

Cardinal in 2008;
Women's golf
consistent combination
• His 5-under 208 this
With a last-place fin- of Price, sophomor~ .
year is his best finish at ish Tuesday at the Windy Katie Detlefsen and sen_ the tournament yet, but City Collegiate in High- ior Carolin Pinegger.
the junior claims to not be land Park, · Ill., the
finegger and Detlefa fan of the course.
Knights have continued sen (inished 50th and
· After his s~ong start to their early-season slide. . · 51st, respectively, postthe season, Arendell is
UCF ·posted a 103- ing scores of 27- and 29confident his success will over-par 955 for the tour- over.
nament, almost 80 shots
Trimble said Pinegger
continue.
"I have a lot of confi- higher than the first- has . been fighting ' an
dence," he said
place Purdue Boilermak- injured back and could
After · college, he ers.
h~dly hit a . full shot .
Purdue has dominated before the tournament.
intends to turn pro and try
for some sponsors, but for the tournament recently1
Once Pinegger gets
, the time being, he . is winning the past three, healtb.y, Trimble expects
enjoying competing for · and Boilermakers senior to see a real improvethe Knights,. who he feels Numa Gulyanamitta won . ment in her scores.
like has an even b etter the individual title ~ her
Host Northwestern
squad than last year's second in three years.
finished sixth. ·Confer~
championship team.
Freshman
Kaitlyn ence USA rivals East
· Arendell
recently Pr1ce was . the Knights' Carolina posted a 65-over
became the first Knight in stop scorer, recovering for seventh.
. more than a year to win an from an opening-round- .
The Knights have a
event with his Wolf Run 80 to rally with a 77 and .long break before tµeir
title. His first career colle- 76 to shoot 20~over.
· next to~rnament. On
giate victory helped the
It was, Price's third Oct. 31, UCF will travel to
Knights start fhe season strong start of the· young San Antonio for the
strong with a tie' for sec- · season, which hasinclud- Alamo Invitational.
·
' o~d place at the season · ed a 10-over performance
"We're very young,"
opener.
at the Cougar Classic and . Trimble said. "We have
The Knights' next a 13-over finish at the one senior and the rest
tournament is . Sunday Labor Day shootout at sophomores and fr~shthrough Tuesday at The TPC Sawgrass.
men, so they have some
Prestige.at PGA WEST in
"Kaitlyrps
· very athle t - . improving to· do, some
La 0'<.!uinta, Calif. Follow- 1c,
· " h ead coach C Ourtn
··
ey learning to · do and they
ing the tournament, the Trimble said; "She's
·
are playing against some
Knights will return home
going to keep getting bet- of the best teams in the
to compete in the premier ter -and better at each
fall tournament in college tournament. She brings country .... They've got to
golf, the I,gleworth Colle- raw talent to the team ..
start to expect more of
giate Invitational.
The top of the UCF themselves." - ANTHONY•SCALCO leaderboard has been a
. - MIKE BALDUCCI

Ignore Mariners' ineptitude
FROM A7

•
•

pitching a game of impor- leading his team in hopes
tance!' Again, Hernandez
of a World Series repeat,
decent offense, he would
cannot be discredited for
one carrying th~ young·
certainly be a 20-game
his team's offense never
Goliath against the AL
winner.
giving him a chance to
East's Davids.
· But this is straying·
win
Felix's storyline: Boy,
from the point, which is:
. He was the league
did we overestimate the
. Wms -don't matter.
leader in innings pitched
Mariners.
There is no correlation (249.2), ERA (2.27),·WlllS
Zack Greinke's Cy
between how well a
Above Replacement (6)
Young win last year gives
pitcher throws and how
and Hits per 9 IP (7). And , me hope that the Baseball
well his offense does that
he was second in WHIP
Writers Association of
day. To penalize Hernan(106) and strikeouts
America is getting past
dez for his offense's inep(232).
the notion that wins and ·
titude exlnbits a critical
Ignoring every other
team wins are important
~derstanding of the
outside factor that Herfactors in.a pitcher's pergame.
nandez has absolutely no
formance.
Steve Simmons of the
control over, he is without '
If there's any justice,
Toronto Sun said Saturday .;t doubt the best pitcher
King Felix will take his
that Felix's lack of wins
in the AL
rightful spot on the
''means he put up all
Sabathia and Price
throne - and the vote
those numbers never
have the storylines: One
shouldn't even be close.

;
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h'e return of Jackass comes

'packed.with'in-your-face stunt$
'

'

KEVIN HERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

· · around the theater ·
or around your head It really
It's been four years since their last movie· · music or other music. When it's on, rn just . - it really works in 3-D.
. . · .
but the Jackass boys are at it again for the · have someone come pat Il)e on the shoulder,
. )T: And it just makes·a dumb idea even
third movie.
·
and rn walk right in and do it (right then) dumber.
This time the stunts, pranks and private because I want to just get it out of the way.
parts' are going to be' right in your face in
. Q; What made you guys want to shoot
Jackass 3-D, which opens OcU5. .
Q; Wpat's the process· for shooting 3-D . the movie in 3-D originally?
Some of the stunts in the trailer for Jack- · compared to what you're normally accusJK: Yeah. The studio suggested'it and we
ass ~D include bungeeing Steve-0 into the tomed to?
'
· '
resisted But after we did some tests with the
air in a portable toilet, playing duck hunt by
Jeff'Iremaine: The 3-D cameras were a cameras, it didn't slow up the way we shot,
fe;1theriiig a cast member and launching fot bigger and bulkier,.but man, once we got and that was our big concern.
.· ,
them into a lake while other cast members ·all the guys togethe~ it just felt like we were · . · It would shoot it like a regular "Jackass."
shoot paintl?alls at him, and playing teth- shooting a normal Jackass. The_process That took the pressure oft; and we had a ball
e,;ball with a bee hive full of50,000 bees.
·we had to be a little more prepared. You with the cameras.
•
. Actor Johnny·Knoxville and director Jeff know they ~ook a little more prep ~e to get
)T: And also it gave us a good title for the
, 'D:emaine sat down on a conference call Fri- everything ready so wherl the guys show up, movie right away. You know your third
day with college media. ,
we can just shoot
.
movie - got to be in 3-D. That's just the
They don't have to wait for all the - you rules.
Q; Do you have any rituals that you do know the extra (bodies) to get set up. But for
. Q; Other than the 3-D, is there's anything
previous to performing a stunt? And can you the most part, you know it felt the same.
· tell us what convincing it takes, if any, before
JK: Yes, my request to Jeffwas ifwe shoot that takes this ·movie above and beyond
yo-d agree to film a potentially dangerous 3-D, i don't want to have to worry about the where the other two were?
.
"cameras one time during filming because we ·
JK:.W e - the relationships with the guys
scene?
· ·
·
Johnny Knoxville: Before rm JU5t ru:ed to be able to do what we do. And are just - you know we give each other hell.
doing a big stunt, Jeff arid (Demitri) abs()lutely set it up where but you can really feel how close we are, and · ·
about . 20 min- · we filmed it just like a regular Jackass. We did that just seems to be there. It was in there in
~1utes. before it's ) not think ~ut the cameras once.
the other films, but it was in this film bigger
than ever. And really, the - we think that
on, rn go sit and
listen to my
Q; What do you think the 3-D format will . naturally 'elevates the stunts and pranks in
cousin's
add to the movie experience?
each film, not super consciously, but just it
. JK: It feels like you're right in the middle takes a little more to make us laugh.
,of a stunt or prank with us. It really elevated
]T: There's a - ~ere's a compe~tiveness
the movie to a whole other level. Like, ~ that goes on when we shoot those. There's a
bit, ''The Beehive Tetherball," we're playing real natural one-up-man's-ship that happens
tetherbllll with a beehive, and it feels with the guys, so everybody wants to get the
like so;ooo bees are best footage, and then once you start getting
swarming really good stuff; they realize how hard it's
PLEASESEE
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Banks bite off more than they can chew with loan debacle
.

Last week, I revealed.the
So Congress puts a few
true beginnings of one of
hundred million towards
this project and a few hunthe most important and
dred more toward that projpowerful operations in
ect, and before you know it,
existence today: the Federal
there's roughly $1 billion
Reserve System
whirling through the econThe FRS started out as
omy creating jobs.
nothing more than a bankMARLEY HUGHES
ing cartel and the U.S. govThose new workers
Contributing columnist
:wtio·are benefiting from
ernment was completely in
on the scheme. We have yet ate money out of nothing.
the government's stimulus
to come to why exactly this
are now depositing pay
What we almost always
banking cartel decided to
checks and opening savings
overlook is how America's
accounts in huge numbers.
team up with the govern· largest banks prosper so
ment in the first place; it's
What we Americans
outrageously from the FRS
probably the most interestoften overlook is the fact
that we all assume to be_
that these banks couldn't be
ing point to be made.
looking out for the good of
happier when money flows
Congress has a habit of
our nation It's a true partwalking over to the Fed
nership, and one that needs through the economy.
building and asking the Fed · the exposure that it
For every $1 the banks
·
chairman for hefty checks
take in as a deposit, they
deserves.
· can consequently lend out ·
to spend on the various
· The bankers dream of
$10; this is known as the
social programs that Conthe days that Congress
reserve requirement The
gress conjures up.
becomes greedy and wants
larger the ratio of the
Fed chairman Ben
to enact all sorts of social
reserve requirement, the ..
· Bernanke cuts a check to
programs "for the good of
the U.S. Treasury, who in
more money the banks are
the nation"
apt to make.
'
tum, gives it to Congress
Let's suppose that Conwith just a signing of the
When the banks lend
gress gets a $1 billion-check
check that has no actual
from Bernanke, the current . out this money, they don't
do it for free, we all know
backing. The Fed performs
-FRS chairman, and Conthat the banks often enact
this magic trick ori a daily
gress wants to try ~d crequite lofty interest rates. In
basis with billions upon bilate jobs to alleviate the
- essence, the banks are
lions of dollars as they eremassive unemployment

UCFARENA
Orlando, FLA. · ·

I

,

.. ,

.

banks are making out like .
bandits.
Now we see why those
original bankers in the 1910
Jekyll Island meetings were
so excited to team up with
the government via the
FRS.
.
With the assistance of
the FRS, the banks are lending out magic money and
collecting interest on it at
enormous :i;ates. ,

allowed to create money
times that amount, which
just like the FRS. They take
they don't physically have.
in $1 and lend out $10. That
On top ofthat magnified
extra $9 was created just as · $10, the.banks collect exumagically as when the Fed
berant amounts of interest
wrote a check for $1 billion
on it The banks are collectand had no actual inoney in ing 'interest on nothing.
the bank.
I
If we now magnify this
· Think about this slowly
times the 307 million ROOand really comprehend it
ple in the U.S., and then
The banks take in $1 in the
multiply that by all of the
form of a deposit, they then loans that each family takes
are allowed to loan out 10
out, we can see that the

Stunt ideas are endless

I

FROM

one on that ski slope died
that day. It wasn't associat. ed with the p~uction, but
there was a death on that
_ski slope the day we were
there. It was on the same
mountain, the Donner families cannibalized themselves on
We we're getting ready
to do a big stunt and it just
felt weird We called it off
but that is super, super rare.

Al

going to be to get .in the
new movie, so everyone
steps up, yo_u know?

coming

Q; Is it hard
up
with id~, sihce you guys
have pretty much done like
· everything already?
JT:·No. We were just
bursting with t'hem This
one happened more naturally than any of the ones
before.
. Q; How do you like proJK: Yes, it was easier ducing compared to acting?
coming up i.deas for this · Because you've.done some
movie than any of them work with the Dudesons
We had a stockpile of ideas and Nitro Circus, so how
that we never even got to do you like being a producbecause we ran out of time. er as compared to being an
actor?
Q; Has there been any
JK: I enjoy every aspect
time at any point in Jackass ofdoing TV shows. Ifa perhistory when you had to son I think is intere,s ting I'll
turn down a stunt because just kind oflend my servic· it was just too crazy, too off es where needed. So I'm
the wall for you?
·
able to jump back and forth
}K: You know the only between the things pretty
time that we won't do a , easily.
stunt or I won't do a stunt is
if there's a negative vibe
Q; Can you tell a story
going around the set and it oflike, the worst injury that
just kind of puts a dark happened or like, the - ·how
blanket over everything someone got hurt the most
and then I'll just say, ''Let's · badly during the making of
not do it. Let's not do it this one?
JT: We had a fighter jet ·
today.
We were filming this that we had parked on ·the
stunt up in Tahoe on this .e nd of a runway and we
huge ski slope and some- · were using the b~ thruster

at the back. We set a little
mini-trampoline up and
Loomis was jumping into
the jet stream hold4ig an
umbrella, and that dude
orily weighs probably 63
pounds soaking wet, so he
just •..
JK: 68 with a hard on ...
JT: and he oomes to the
ground pretty hard and he
broke his collarbone and
got his hand tore up.
,. JK: He had to have surgery on his hand I think he
might have surgery on his
shoulder.
JT: The other guys got ·
banged up pretty bad, but ·
no one got too -seriously
hurt I mean, there's mental
scars •..

Q; What is your favorite
stunt that you performed in
the movie?
JK: Between Jeff and I,
-it's kind ofa tie between'. the ·
high 'five where we built
this 5-foot-tall hand and
spring loaded it so wheaever someone walked into the
kitchen in the morning,
they just got smoked by·the
palm coming around the
comer and the port-a-potty
bungee where we took
Steve-0 and put him ·in a
full port-a-potty and shot it
100 feet in the air with a
bungee cord and a crane.
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AISLE SEAT

All

Facebook's st()ry shines,on.·screen
I

.

I

MATT REINSTETLE
Staff Writer

Courtesy Walt Disney Pictures

SECRETARIAT (PG)
Housewife and mother Penny
Chenery (Lane) agrees to take over
her ailing father's Virginia-based
Meadow Stables, despite her lack of
~orse-racing knowledge. Against all
odtls, Cnenery-with the help of
veteran trainer Lucien Laurin
(Malkovich) - manages to foster the
first Triple Crown winner in 25 years.

Directed by: Randall Wallace
Starring: Diane Lane, John Malkovich,
Scott Glenn, James Cromwell, DJlan
• Walsh, Amanda Michalka

Regal Waterford lakes
541 N.AlafayaTrad,407-207-9110
It's Kind ofa Ftmny Story
(PG-13) 12:354:307:35 10:1012:40am

life AsWe Know It .

.

(PG-13) 12:151:00 3:15 5:00 7:207:5010:15
10:451):55am

MySoul to Take 3D
(R) 12:10 2:45 5:20 7:55 l()·JO1:OOam

Seaelariat
(PG) 12:001:30 2:55 4:45 7:10 7:40 10:00
1():3512:SOam

(ase39
(R) 12:55 3:40 8:30 1():55

LetMeln
(R) 1:20 3:25 4:358:0510:1010:50

lheSodalNetwork

.,

(PG-13) 12:301:404:15 5:157:158:15 10:40
11:30.
.
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audip ·
1:107:45

legend ofthe Guardians:The OWis of
GiHoole:An IMAX 30 Experience
(PG) 12:05 3:007:00~:3012:0Sam

l.eQend ofthe Guardians:The OWis of

Ga'Hoole

(PG) 1:05 3:35

'

Wall Street Money NewrSleeps
(PG-13) 1:35 5:108:1() 11:25

You Again
(PG) 12:25 3:20 7:0_59:4512:20am

'Alphaand0mega3D
(PG) 12:20 2:35 4:55 7:259-~ 012:15am

Catfish
(PG-13) 12:45 2:55 6:55 9-5512:lOam .

Devil
(PG-13)7:3510:05

EasyA
(PG-13) 12:402:505:258:0010:2012:45am

The Town
(R) 12:50 3:457:3010:25,

Resident Evil:Aft!!lflfe 30
(R) 1:25 4:10 8:2511:00
- listings for Friday, Oct 8

Facebook has become
one of the most important
social tools of our generation, and it's fitting that
there was more drama than
mouse clicks in its inception with The Social Network. ·
David Fincher directs ,
· the story of Harvard student Mark Zuckerberg,.
how be came up with the
idea of Facebook and all of
the lawsuits that followed
from rivals and.his friends.
Screenwriter
Aaron
Sorkin adapted
Ben
Mezrich's novel The Accidental Billionaires, which
gives the reality more of a
dramatic flair.
Fincher and Sorkin.have
developed into a ITT"eat ,
team, with The Social Net- ·
work being the thi,rd film ,
they've worked on together, including Fight Club and
Zodiac.
.
MARKUS SCHREIBER / ASSOCIATED PRESS
The scri}'t features
Actors, from left,Justin limberlake,Andrew Garfield and Jesse Eisenb_erg pose for media while promoting the movie"The Social Network"in Bertin on Tuesday.
some very fast-paced and ~
compelling dialogue that is
shows that he will niake ·a
The Social Ne_twork
. performed superbly bystrong Spider-Man. in the
Jesse. Eisenberg (Zorn-,
2012 reboot..
bieland),
who
plays
Director: David Fincher
With a 121-minute run..:
Stars:Jesse Eisenberg,Justin
Eis~nberg
Zuckerberg.
time, this film doesn't ever
Timberlake, Rooney Mara,
manages to show Zucker· bog down. There is enougq
Andrew Garfield
berg's brilliance while disstory and dialogue tq keep•
Out now
playing how cold, calculatviewers glued to the screen
ing and socially inept he is
all the way till the ending
at the same time.
Eisenberg gets the credits. The only problem
A lot of people will . pleasure of having a strong is that the ·story doesn't
think of Zuckerberg as a suppo~ing cast to worJ,c really have a solid ending.
massive jerk after watch- with, including Andrew
· While. Facebook has a
/;!~-. .- -- -..· - , ing the film, but after ana- Garfield and Justin Tim- definitive beginning and
lyzing what_he'!:l said; you berlake.
conflict with the lawsuits
realize he means well but
Garfield plays Facebook that followed when the site
he doesn't know how to co-founder
Eduardo reached the top, the end of
Saverin and Tilnberlake the lawsuits seemed more
express it ·
When you are the plays Napster co-creator like a checkpoint than a
. smartest man in the room Sean Parker.
finish line.
and you know it, it caµ 'be
Timberlake
(Alpha
1bat aside, the story of
hard to communicate on a Dog) plays Parker ·as the Facebook makes for a com- ·
level that is lower than · larger~than-life · Internet pelling film that is a must
your own.
figure, while at the same watch for anyon~ that
It's only fitting that the time conveying the cracks wants a story of money,
man who created a website in his armor. While Tim- success and betrayal; and
about friends knows little - berlake stole ·every scene 1 the people who have to
about how to interact with · he was in, Garfield was update their status every
.them.
able to hold his own and hour.
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OUR STANCE

Forum a benefit
for· students

I

i'

·'

L

ast week, UCF President John Hitt and his
board heard questions
~d concerns from studentsat the open forum at the Student Union. We are thrilled
Hitt took the time to listen to
·the concerns UCF students
raised at the open meeting
that occurs twice every
school year:
Though some students
said they were unhappy with
• the responses they receive·d,
we think everyone should be
thankful that the forum happens once every semester.
Many members of admin. istration don't have time to
stand in the Student Union
and ask students questions
about how much they like
UCF or what UCF could
change to make it a better
place.
Having a time arid place
for students to communicate
their concerns _is essential in
keeping the administration
informed of current issues
on campus, which is the purpose of the open forums.
We do think that further
research and work should be
put into some of the issues

.

that were brought µp at the
meeting. The Green Fee has
been a topic of concern on
campus for a few years.
Hitt and his board should
put some time and energy
into explaining their decision
to not implement the fee.
Hitt said that UCF is waiting until enough research is
available to justify, the
increase on all UCF students.
· Expanding their explanation on the type of research
the university needs would
inform students who support
the Green·Fee know what ·
they i:ieed to do to make this
~ppen.
Ifit is an issue ofUCF ~ot
having enough time to
re_search the topic, students
could gather information,
studies and reports on the
issue for Hitt.
· That type of partnership
between the. administration
and the students can never
occur, though, if the communication between the groups
doesn't exist.
The open forums set the
stage for the conversation to
ensue and evolve.
. While the event is open to

all issues and concerns, we
think it is best to stick to topics that might actually elicit
an informed response
instead of a regurgitated
update.
We understand that many
students are upset about the
alleged racial profiling by
UC:I!' police during a traffic
stop in August involving Jennifer Lee Vest
We understand those feelings - no one should be
racially profiled. But the case
is part otan ongoing investigation, which makes it an
unlikely topic of discussion.
Once the case is closed,
we are sure the administra- .
.tion will have more to say'
about the incident.
Right now, the administration is aware of the issue and
is handling it to the best of
its ability.
So for now, students
should use the open forums
to address topics that lend
room for debate and discussion. Or present issues that
require further research conducted by the administration
because they have yet to be
handled. ' .

. READERVIEWS
crimes.
~omophobic or not, Rutgers
,Students here at UCF report,biased comfreshman's 'prank' is hate crime ments in classes, mistreatment and even
Vicious hate crime or impulsive prank?
Either' way it's a wake-up call.
Last week, college freshman Dharun Ravi
. posted a streaming video of his roommat~, .
Tyler Clementi, having ari intimate
encounter with another man. Tyler later
jumped off the Geqrge Washington Bridge
to his death.
Dh¥UU and his girlfriend have been
charged with invasion of privacy punishable
by up to five years in prison and police are
investigating the possibility of.adding hate
crime charges, which would demand even
higher penalties.
Memories of Matthew Shepard, 22, w~o
was beaten to death in 1998 because he was
gay, and Asher Brown, 13, Seth Walsh, 13, ,
and Billy Lucas, 15, who all killed themselves
to escape bullying from classmates in the
past three weeks, are causing ·gay advocacy
groups to call for additional hate crime
charges.
Friends ofDharun are suggesting'that he
was not homophobic. We may never know
the truth of what was in Dharun's heart and ·
the real intent of this "prank." W.as he
homophobic and wished harm to his roommate? Did his homophobia cause him to see
"gay _sex" as provocative and newsworthy, or
did he simply act impulsively looking to
·have some fun and failed to reflect on the
possible consequences of his actions?
As someone who is part of an institution
of higher education, I believe we are called
on to reflect on this tragedy and learn what
we must from it. Regardless of the intent,
there is much fo ponder, wrestle with and
learn from these recent tragedies.
We need to examme our tolerance of
these "all too common'' hate crimes. We've
become, it seems far too complacent in our
acceptance of them and are unwilling to
confront the consequences they highlight.
Societal and institutional homophobia
are so widespread that we are unable to
enact laws that enable.law enforcement
agencies to document LGBT-related hate

ridicuie by staff, not to !fiention what they
experience at the hands of"other sludents-.
What about those of us who do not harbor hate in our hearts but still see gays and
lesbians as "freaks," different or just not as
good or important as heterosexual students,
faculty and staff? Is it less damaging to
laugh at gay jokes, use gay slurs as generic
put downs or allow others to do so without
confronting them?
. ·
This behavior is the fuel that ignites the
flames of zealots who take direct action
against those they needlessly fear or despise.
What if homophobia had little to do with
the Rutgers "prank"? What if someone simply thought it *ould be funny to post a sexually provocative video, acted impulsively
and gave no thought to how their roommate
would respond? In this technological age
where immediacy is paramount and we all
have the power to disseminate information
worldwide, we must learn. to use some level
<>f restraint in deciding what to say, share
· and put out for the world to see. We all
must think through our actions and the
-effects they may have on others.
I hope this will cause us all to be more
introspective with our beliefs, values and
our actions.
Perhaps we need to reconsider our
understanding of those who seem different
from us. Perhaps now is the time to turn the
comer by embracing the 'reality of individual.differences.
'
.
The Internet and social networking sites
' are powerful tools that are capable of
enhancing and enriching the lives of many.
Unfortunately, they can be used destructively as evidenced by Tyler's tragic demise.
·
They are not to be used as weapons ·.
against others you disagree with, are angry.
at or are biased toward. Expressing opinions
is one thing; bullying, outing and pro~oting
hate are quite another.
- PETER MASTROIANNI
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
WELLNES5&HEALTH PROMOTION,
.
HEALTH SERVICES
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DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

Media's Lohan blitz
makes us stupid
• Do you care that a
know more about what
woman by the name of
is happening in Lohan's
Lindsay Lohan was · '
life than about what is
released from jail Friday
going on in the Mj,ddle
after only being incarcer- ·
East
ated for 12 hours?
I think the media
Because I sure don't.
need to drop the Lohan
I am getting so sick of
subject, _and other
hearing about her in the
celebrities like Lohan
·who have consistently
news. She's not just on a
JORDAN SWANSON been in the news for
· couple of select~d news
Guest Columnist
committing illegal acts
. channels; her face is on
and start reporting on
·the majority of them.
And for what?
_
~ore important things.
Getting into trouble with the law ·
Peoples' brains need to be filled
over and over again and then acting with more items of genuine imporlike being i,n jail for half a day
tance and less of meaningless facts
brought about an epiphany for her . on celebrities, like what outfit
and now she's really going to
Lohan wore to jail
.
change? Yeah right.
I'm not trying to attack Lohan
It is completely unnecessary for . for her behavior, but she is the most
her to be receivµig all the attention gossiped about celebrity lately
that she is over her being an
thanks to her recent jail admission
obstructor of the law. Heck, she
and release, therefore she is a
prime target for the issue at hand.
shouldn't be getting any attention
for what she's doing. Her attentionThe media are filling ·our minds'
·hoarding is sending a message to . with information that we really
·
other celebrities: Do drugs, and you don't need to know about. What we
can end up all over the news for
do need t9 get·from news sources
weeks or even months on end, just · are things happening around the
like me. Well, you get the point.
nation with our troops, with our
~han is getting her wish. I •
government and with our states.
· believe that by acting out and doing
Things of actual importance
illegal things, she's getting ib.e .
that, upon learning about, would 1
boost our knowledge of our coun1 attention she has been craving
try and its people. Not about things
·since she can't get it in acting or
that do abso\utely nothing for us
anywhere el~ at the moment
I actually liked her as ail actress
except maybe lower our IQ§.
.
as I was growing up, in movies like
Unfortunately, I know the media
The Parent Trap and Mean Girls, ·
will never stop reporting on people
but of late I would much rather
like•Lohan, but that doesn't mean
' poke my eyes out than see her face
viewers can't stop watching the
on TV for either going to rehab or
news about her and those like her
being released from rehab, or going on TY.
·
to or being released from jail It's
I know I won't be filling my TV
such an annoyance. ,
screen with the next celebrity's face
~ know the media try to report
who did something that was only
on events and people that are popmade newsworthy because they
ular and newsworthy to their view- have inillions of dollars, aµd I hope
ers, but it's pretty-sad when people
you won't either.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

sued by Pozin for libel I would,
however, like to let the CFF know
that the charges of Blagoj~vich
selling Obama's seat are still
This "article" is awful.All I see alleged. The only thing he has
been convicted of thus far is givare lots of use of the words
ing false information to federal ·
alleged and claims.
authorities.
THEN you have the audacity
This article makes a fair point.
to comp_are Pozin to a United
impeaGhed by SGA;
State~ Governor who tried to sell Pozin
how
can
he
now just waltz back in
the f0rmer seat of the PRESIby being elected into another seat?
DENT OF THE UNITED
STATES.
, - ANOtffMOUS
This whole article is garbage,
and the writers don't even have
Because he raped his competithe courage to publish their
tion. Literally.
names.
'flie kid was suspended 2 years
ago
for ALLEGEDLY raping a girl
- PETER JEFFERSON
Go to the Tri-Delt.house and ask
around. No one really like~ him
I would like to remind Mr.
anyways.
'
·Peterson that this is not a news
The
guy
is
a
HORRIBLE
represtory. This is an opinion piece
written by the Editorial Board of sentation of our student body. He
is the e,cact definition of.a slime
the Central Florida Future. It is
ball who deserves to rot in prison.
common practice among many
news organizations to list the
- COX
authors of editorial pieces simply
as ''Editorial". Ju this case, CFF has
Ok, 1et's review how the
named their editorial board "Our process works, shall we? It is obviStance". This is standard journalis- ous that you left this out of your
tic practice and has nothing to do column and thus the readers of
with absence of courage.
your paper may not be aware of
Secondly, When SOII}eone
the election P1"0ce$S. He got on the
accused a person of something
ballot thr_o ugh nominations from...
· ·that has yet to be proven, it is an
say it with m e.now, THE PEOallegation. This is why the editori- PLlL TIIE STUDENTS!
al board took great pains to use
He received 94 percent of the
the words "alleged" because none votes from STUDENTS! So, get it
of these charges have been
together DUMBASS and learn
proven.
how elections actually work
Had the CFF claimed as fact
before you print such noQSense! ,
that Pozin committed these
- ANON_STUDENT4
alleged acts, they could have lbeen

Pozin's return

a sham·e for SGA

was

0.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX.
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9am.-5p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tme C
150 Help Wanted: Ful-Tine C
175 Business Opportunities B
200 For Rent: Homes
B

225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease

B

300 ~Sale:Homes

B

A
A

RATES

!!m.

B
A

325 For Sale: Automoti¥e
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

A
B
A
B
B
B
B

400 Servi<es
500
600
700
800

Announmnents
Travel'

Worship ,
Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day i:xm,ta. No
Elcperierce ~ Trarrg
Proviled. AgJ 18 + OK
~ ext 1CJ7

ClildcaeTeachers FT & PT
WIElford area4f11381 7'Jl9
Experta,ce Praened .

C,arpeiti\e~ Coa:tt
Neooed. MJSthaw~
Serd Aestlneb
Jctn@~net

Asuirtwrpri)n reededtl
dive my 13 yr dd oon frcrn l..a(e
~ tmti my tune n
Vv'i1la" Sptgs. 15-al hs a Y.eek
407-492-4658

. PAJSichltruc10ls\911ed
Local studio looking for vtolln,
piano, and ll0lce lnslruclcrs a
few hcus a week ID start
Cal (407) 375&17

muslc.Jesscos@y
PRIVATE AP BIOLOGY
1UTOR NEEDED!!!! (DR.
PI-U.FS, ORLAN)())

$30 PER HOUR F NO DEGREE
$40 PER HOUR FOR BIOLOGY
COUEGE DEGREE
$50 PER HOUR FOR BIOLOGY

MASTERS DEGREE

Merdie's Frozen Yq;µt
is 00N t-irg tr ils 1/v'rnar Perk
~ bcaoon q:ierTg n
OctiJer. E-mai res.me Im
~@men:ties.•
CXJm.
WWW~CXJm.

STlllENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid &rveyTakas Neaied In
Orlando. 100% FREE 1D join. .

C&ckon&r.'8'J8,

p,r~~p:lavai. MJSt
La.e Dogs. Vet,Ksm Elq). a
i:u,I la:alicns n 01crmcn::1
Salbdwww.~.net
anal res.me tl
J:bf@~.net

Make Exira fv'oney! Get Paid b
Srq) 01-l..re. Stretd1 Ycu
9Jjget Saw$$$.Get~
Bcdlcn::I EimCamissilns.

,.,.,.
Also Selling:
Homes in

Georgif Mountain

the Metro

Properties Including
Lots, Land & Homes

Atlanta Area

Plus Multi-Family & Commerclal
Properties
Blue Ridge,

!qjey0125@gnai.cx:m
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4
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

9
2 7
1
2

5

9

8
' 7
1
9 7
8
4
5
6
7
8

su ldo lku
Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

4

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

3

CROSSWORD

n muse n

2 bectrons 4l3
Avrbl
Pa-k. Bolh a-e sizatlle rocms with
lage dosets. It is easiy
~ b UCF cn::1400 (1o-20

ACROSS

1 The Bob Hope
Classic
component and
others
7 Privately, to a
lawyer
15 Like some

- ~-

M l.dties (waler, eledoo, caie,
illanel) ae m.ded. Pels ere ck.
Fa-rrae i1o ~coota:%AJe,c
@1hefrgq:,agj,@gnal.cx:m

Decentler Graduales-

m. 2XX>&i- ft. Hat:t.\oods, tie,

Saw$$$
peroonaized ga:iml'l

1ravertne, starless S1eel

~

~ law, saw:em.ded.
$1300. 305-458-3)44.

www.~a:m

d!i:ialyb:nsed

. twa:tt@kra:tltlawfinn.cx:m

Learn l-bN 1o Hack
Qr elhi:al h!d<rg a:x.rse is
desigled tl JIDide a fasttrcd<,
hads on lecrrrg eiq:>erierx:e.
1tis ~ class a:ltesses
vaixJs t.rivasal µitj:lles,
ilctrqJes. a-d bds used by

Waerbd l.a(es:
1.age
& i:mrtunes
3,4&5bam$1,215&1.4'.). Verd !rd

wa1er1ra1mmes

hMilal L.easesAvail.
407-700-0768 en9l1TOSO@totmai.cx:m

www.ForRenNeerUCF.cx:m

mai:iaJs cn::I YAie hat ta::kers.
www.howloha:k:lass.com

1'1!E ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rooms avail for senior or

!J'IDllllealudent In lnmawale

Y-1 home near UCF. $400mo. :,i. 11.3
ld. No pets please. Avail. asap.
Call 407·7t&5<al
Room urertn a m ~
5 mi,. frcrn UCF. $450tronlh,
Ld1ies m.ded.No pets. L.ookrg
tr a femae roomnale. Rease
Cona:i Mdiale at 954-29:h3517
Place your ad in minutes!
www.~.comtlassifieds

Clayton, Dawsonville, =.=
Hlawassff, Helen,

7

·a

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

www.l3eslFRE8ra.cx:m .

Beautiful North

Located in: Blairsvillo,

$100,<XX)Am.a Prcit
Cenra Fb'daTean l.eooerb
eem$100,<XX>i:u,tr~
1hJus!ms a sb.dents
naoorM'ide ti ean $1,<XX> per
rro1h ~ ccfy 10 tnJS per
Y.eek from lune. Jci1 tie 234
l...ea:lers v.ro 8ft!OO/ eem a six·
1g.re rome. The n1e1ne1 has
~ ewryltt'g. Gal
Stmrrger re at 101-68>fi952(oet) tr Ill i1mie,y at
P.n3ra a-ea:t (krd1 on us).
Nowestme11Nea:led.

200
dayAiglt~tl

9Tli GRADE STUDENT
NEBlSAPBIOLOGYlUTOR
CURRENTI..Y GETTt.lG B 10
B+ $1000 BONUS F SI£
GETS AN A. MON>AYSAN>
WEDtESDAYS: 4:30-7:30PM
(HOURS R..EXIBLE)
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CAU.JOY:863-2846155

2Elflr.EA~ OOLY $774
&mrook/\fjs Wrts: Perk neaUCFiRJSai Amerilies mm,
pcd, 1Ems. On4)El'cy~
Cona:i Krislen 863.399.9439

Internet Marketirg

$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday ·

2

100

Rm!
$19

First issue:
Each addl issue:

HOLISTIC SPORTS OOACHING
'Fcrfliue a:MrCEd &
~ AIHeles &Mss'

irtlusrrm@y.im.a:m

GRAD STUDENT-step cmpJe"
skis for JT1!l1m'g i:l on arrµis
a-dQ1md:laHeles.
irtlusrrm@y.im.a:m

Egyptian
churches
16 Robin's band
17 ·Stand firm
19Writerde
Beauvoir
20Amlable
21 PIN requester

22 European capital
241871 Cairo
premiere
27 Latin god
29 •find by chance
330wnupto
35 Pierre's peeper
36 Eastern theater
genre
37 •uttiity company
network
41 F,g leaf's outer
edges?
44 iPod model
45 Surprise at the

door

.

49 •1000s-2000s
kids' show
starring a poo_ch
named for its
color
53 Rowlands of

"Gloria"
54 Gets free, as a
smoke
55 Flub
57 Highest power?
58 One in a cast
62Concelve
64 Where this grid's
starred answers'
ends have
particular

relevance
68 Woo, in a way
69 Tied
70 Snuck up on,
pemaps
71 Ritual repasts

& Morganton, GA

DOWN
1 Angel dust,
briefly
2 Caused to get
up
3 Best

By Donna S. Levin

4 Unit quantified in
a subscript
5Secondary
6 Having lovely

panoramas
7 'This tape will
sett-<lestructin

five seconds"
fictional spy erg.
8 Modernists
9Gloat
1O Johnson of
"laugh-In"
11 "Frankly, · •..•
12 Poker face's lack
13 VCR's "Go back"
14 Abby's twin
18 Bell-shaped lily
21 Oklahoma city
23 Lovey-<lovey
25 British mil. honor
26 Resilient wood
28 Nurse
30 Data for a
neurologist,
briefly
31 Broadcast
32 Hair holder
34 Loads
38 WWII female
39 It usually shows
more detail:
Abbr.
40 Follow closely
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Last issue solved
41 Wane
42 Swine _
43 Indonesian
Island
46 Compound used
as a lab solvent
47 Two, for one
48 "Never mind"
50 Artist known for
spattal
impossibilities
51. Part of QE2:
Abbr.

52 Walks like a
c rab
56 Irk
59 Big top, for one
60 Official gem of
South Australia
61 Brusque
63 Mimicked
64 CIA predecessor
65 Safety device
68 The London Zoo
has one
or Ms. evaluators

· Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Check out our Ctanlfleds.

onflne and In print!

1000916-S

STOP LEG CRAMPS

ICNIGH~IIJ

BEFORE THEY STOP YOU.

New listings weekly!

Calcet" is designed to help stop low calcium leg ·

L0009165
~.1'r¥t-flr4lo ,,1/~

'-

WEDNESDAY, 0CTOBER27TH - 2 PM
OVER 12,000 SQ.FT. ESTATE HOME 2 LOTS
ADJOINING GOLF COURSE LINVILLE RlDGE, NC
SELLING AT ORABOVE A MINIMUM BID OF $1,990,000

~,WWW.WILDWINDAUCTION.COM
-

-

JOHN C. PRACHT, N
AUCTIONEER, NCAL #2786
In Conjunction with
Rowell Reolty & Auction Co, Inc., NCAL

#8935
·

NATIONWIDE: 800-877-3044

~

:1.\

ROWELL
AUCTIONS
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